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The FinCEN Customer Due Diligence (CDD) Rule drastically changed the KYC

practices. In response, large CIBs are still implementing significant transformations,

while some aspects of the rules are continuously subject to various interpretations.
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The CDD Rule went live on May 11, 2018 to

improve financial transparency and prevent

terrorists and criminals from using

sophisticated techniques to distribute

funds from illicit activities, as well as to

strengthen CDD requirements, notably

through the identification and verification of

beneficial owners of customers for US

Covered Financial Institutions (FIs). It has

impacted FIs in a few significant ways

described below.

Reevaluate client relationships

FinCEN requirements add layers to many

existing KYC requirements, such as the

necessitating the development of an

exclusion logic for Element II, driving the

need for having a holistic view of client

activity in systems, and calling for

enhancements to ad hoc review policies to

include more triggers and more in-depth

analysis. Clients with little or no activity

would thus require significantly more work,

lowering profitability.

Consequently, CIBs must perform cost vs.

benefit analysis on the existing client

population, design clear policies for clients

with little or no activity, as well as define

restriction and termination procedures for

those not providing the required

information.

Better monitor the client lifecycle

FinCEN CDD Rule reinforces the need to

monitor a client’s profile throughout its

lifecycle. Engagements in any new product

categories could trigger the need to

reverify FinCEN info. Any changes in risk

profile may trigger the need for

recertification. At any point in time, an

overview of the client’s activity must be

searchable.

Consequently, CIBs must adapt systems

and processes to detect any changes in

activity, and any new product category

transacted by a client.

Adapt the organization: from periodic

reviews to constant monitoring

Today, organizations are still mostly

organized in a binary onboarding vs.

periodic review mode. The FinCEN

requirements accelerate a global trend

towards permanent monitoring.

Consequently, the industry must switch to

a constant monitoring mode supported by

stronger ad hoc review policies and

procedures. Organizational scenarios and

capacity models will need to be adapted to

balance efforts across the processes of

onboarding, periodic reviews and ad hoc

reviews, and enabling reactivity in handling

new product additions.
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In the short term, this would be a drastic

change in paradigm, requiring significant

organizational, process, and systems

updates. However, in the long term, it

could bring relief to KYC teams, whereby

KYC reviews are only performed if a

change is detected and should ensure a

more timely and secure risk monitoring.

Digitize processes

As part of FinCEN, new data needs to be

collected, centralized, and made easily

searchable by auditors and regulators.

Consequently, CIBs have implemented

further digitization:

 Grouping FinCEN requirements with

requirements from other jurisdictions

where possible.

 Measuring additional efforts across the

processes of onboarding, periodic

reviews, and ad hoc reviews, including

the enablement of reactivity in handling

new product additions.

 Although most FIs were collecting

expected activities of their clients as

well as matching them against the

actual activities, the FinCEN CDD rule

sets a standard to do so, and urges FIs

to digitize the report and present a

consolidated view of the data

 Once dashboards are implemented, FIs

can leverage on these to automate and

standardize data collection, produce

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and

improve visibility on clients’ portfolios to

identify opportunities for cross-selling.
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However, some questions are still very

much debated:

 The definition of ‘new accounts’ is not

consistent across FIs. Controls should be

performed for each new account –

including onboarding, loan renewals,

new loans and in most cases, every new

product category added to a client’s

portfolio. However, this definition of new

accounts varies widely from one FI to

another. Given the level of ambiguity,

most banks have chosen to implement a

more conservative control to detect and

launch FinCEN processes for each

instance where the relationship between

an FI and a client is extended to new

product categories.

 Restriction and Termination policies:

should a client refuse to provide the

FinCEN CDD Form, policies for

restrictions (not allowing new deals to

be authorized) and terminations (closing

of the client’s accounts) are quite

heterogeneous.

 Acceptance of alternatives to the official

FinCEN form (client’s own form, forms

provided by other banks etc.).

 The actual mapping of what constitutes

risky activity by client types can be

heterogeneous.

 Level of due diligence and information

required from Front Office or Clients, in

cases of discrepancies between

expected and actual activities, vary

drastically.

 In the context of FinCEN, some banks

trigger full file reviews only when there

is a change in UBOs. More generally, the

scope of due diligence required for

every trigger-based ad hoc review can

differ: from partial to full file reviews.
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